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Abstrat. Still and multi-media images are subjet to transformations for ompres-
sion, steganographi embedding and digital watermarking. In a major program of
ativities we are engaged in the modeling, design and analysis of digital ontent.
Statistial and pattern lassiation tehniques should be ombined with understand-
ing of run length, transform oding tehniques, and also enryption tehniques.
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1 Introdution
Steganography is the art and siene of seret ommuniation, aiming to oneal the existene
of the ommuniation. Steganalysis is the art of seeing unseen. With advent of omputers,
hiding information inside digital arriers, espeially multi media les like audio (.wav) les, im-
ages(.bmp, .pnm, .jpg), is beoming popular( [1,5℄). Digital images are most ommon soures
for hiding message. The proess of hiding information is alled embedding. Least Signiant
Bit (LSB) embedding is the most widely used steganographi tehnique. In LSB embedding,
the LSB of unompressed images are replaed with the message bits. The amount of embed-
ding (the number of bits embedded) referred to as level, is given as a perentage of the total
number of pixels.
Some of the powerful methods for the analysis of steganographi images are [6℄, [7℄, [2℄. We
propose new measures and tehniques for detetion and analysis of steganographi embed-
ded ontent. We show that both statistial and pattern lassiation tehniques using our
proposed measures provide reasonable disrimination shemes for deteting embeddings of
dierent levels. Our measures are based on a few statistial properties of bit strings and
wavelet oeients of image pixels.
In Setion 2, we explain our approah towards lassiation of given data based on a feature
vetor onsisting of statistial measures and using Support Vetor Mahine (SVM) tools. In
Setion 3 we propose the use of wavelet transforms for steganalysis. Our results presented
in Setion 2 and 3 show the eay of our measures in disriminating dierent levels of
embedding. We onlude with our plans for improved and ner steganalysis in setion 4
This paper is extension of our paper [4℄. In this paper we provide analysis of proposed
measure based on wavelets in [4℄. For more detailed report, readers are referred to [3℄
2 Classiation Of The Given Data Using Statistis And SVM
2.1 Classiation Of Dierent Files
Steganography is one kind of transformation of one data into other with the help of a over.
So, if messages before embedding an be lassied, we believe that we an lassify them in
transformed domain as well. Now assume, we an lassify the data in transformed domain
into dierent lasses. What next? Why do we need lassiation in rst plae? Classiation
is required beause, if we lassify given part of data, we an narrow down the possible trans-
formed spae and we an predit what to exept next and what should not be next. This will
help us to predit message bits.
Can we really lassify data? We use a statistial feature spae. We propose a vetor of sta-
tistial measures [6℄ for this purpose. Our feature vetor onsists of nine statistial measures.
Thus, µ ∈ R9. The measures are as follows.
µ1 : Weighted sum of the range of k-gram frequenies. Let f(k, j) denote the overlapping
frequeny of the k-gram binary pattern of the integer j in Si. For example f(4, 3) = Number
of ourrenes of the patterns < 0011 > in Si. For a 32 bit word W, we dene
µ1(W ) =
4∑
k=1
(max
j
(f(k, j)) −min
j
(f(k, j)))24(k+1)
We expet the measure µ1 to be smaller for random strings as ompared to non-random
strings.
µ2 : Weighted sum of run lengths. Let the vetor < l1, l2, ... > denote the sequene of run
lengths of 0′s and 1′s in a word W. Then we dene,
µ2(W ) =
∑
2cili
where ci are speially hosen weights. We set ci = 1 ∀ i, without loss of generality. For
random strings, we expet the measure µ2 to be smaller ompared to non-random strings,
sine one expets very few long runs.
µ3 : Weighted sum of byte-wise hamming weight transition. Let W = < b0, b1, b2, b3 >,
where bi's are the bytes of the 32 bit word. Let #1(b) denote the number of 1's in a 8 bit
byte. Then we dene,
µ3(W ) = 2
#1(b0) + 2#1(b0 ⊕b1) + 2#1(b1 ⊕b2) + 2#1(b2 ⊕b3)
For random strings W, we expet µ3(W ) to be higher than non-random strings. It is also
possible to dene the measure µ3 with respet to overlapping bytes in a word, to measure the
smoothness/suddenness of transitions.
µ4 : Fourier transform of the autoorrelation funtion of the sequene bits in W. Let W
= < a0, ..., a31 > be a 32 bit word. The autoorrelation funtion A(W ) is the sequene
A(W ) =< c0, .., c31 > where ci =
∑31
j=0 aj .aj+1 (mod 32), i = 0, .., 31 and the multipliation
operation is over F2 vetors. The disrete Fourier transform F (A(W )) is given by the sequene
F (A(W )) =< f0, ..., f31 >; where fk =
∑31
j=0 cj ω
jkmod32 k = 0, ..., 31. Here ω is a 32nd root
of unity. Finally, the measure µ4(W) is a root mean square average of F and is given by,
µ4(W ) = (
31∑
j=0
|fj|
2)1/2
For random string W, we expet µ4(W ) to be smaller than non-random strings.
µ5 : Weighted Hadamard transform. Using an 8x8 Hadamard matrix (H) and operation
y = Hx, where x is 8x1 bit vetor, we get measure µ5. x is single data byte. Espeially when,
Hadamard transform is applied on images, x is pixel value.
µ6, µ7, µ8, µ9 : These measures are based on weighted entropy measure
∑
pi log pi where
pi's are probabilities of 1,2,3,4 grams. The weights are hosen experimentally to amplify the
range.
SVM (Support Vetor Mahine) is a powerful tool for pattern lassiation. With intro-
dution of kernel triks in SVM, it has beome a very popular in mahine learning ommunity.
In some ases, the given data is not diretly lassiable. Suh ases an be solved by trans-
forming the given data to higher dimensional spae in suh a way that in transformed domain,
the lassiation is muh easier. Kernel triks help this without atually transforming features
to higher dimensional spae. The above statistis i.e. µ is used as feature vetor of the data.
For training of SVMs, we measure statistis on 2000 words (8000bytes) of 30 dierent les to
get 30 dierent µ and same for eah lass. For testing, we measure statistis on 2000 words
of 20 dierent les from eah lass. Though we have used measures alulated on 2000 words,
experiments shows that 400 words are suient for testing a data for lassiation. SVM tool
is taken from http://www.sie.ntu.edu.tw/~jlin/libsvm/. We are using the most widely used
`Gaussian kernel' for SVM. For avoiding some features dominating in lassiation, we sale
µ to zero mean, unit variane. We use the following 8 dierent lasses:
1. jpeg 2. bmp/pnm 3. zip les 4. gz les 5. text les 6. ps les 7. pdf les and 8. 
les.
We present the result in onfusion matrix format. ijth entry is probability of data belonging
to lass i and getting lassied as lass j. Table 1 shows the result. It an be seen that as
needed, iith entry is very near to 1 for most of the lasses.
Table 1. Confusion Matrix For Data Classiation
0.9 0.05 0.05 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.05 0.05
0.0 0.0 0.6 0.35 0.0 0.0 0.05 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.1 0.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.05 0.95 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.6 0.05 0.0 0.05 0.3 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.05 0.0 0.0 0.95
We used a total of 180 les for testing and were able lassify with 82.22% auray.
2.2 Analysis of LSB Planes From Stegoed and non-Stegoed Images
In above experiments, we measure statistis on whole sequene of bits of the given data. An
embedding operation is performed on LSBs of an image. So to apture perturbation due to
steganographi operation, we measure statistis only of LSBs of images in pursuit of our aim,
deteting levels of embedding in an given image. In this diretion, we rst onsidered only two
lasses of LSBs, one is LSB planes obtained from non-stegoed image and other LSB planes
obtained from images with 50% embedding. The same µ dened above is measured on LSB
planes of 30 images from both lasses. (total 180 = 30*3(olors/images)*2 lasses). Out of
these, 150 are used for training SVM and testing was performed on 30. Here, we have two
lasses
1. LSB plane of non-Stegoed image. 2. LSB plane of stegoed image.
We present the results in onfusion matrix in Table 2
Table 2. Confusion Matrix For 2 Category LSB Classiation
0.67 0.33
0.0 1.0
Overall auray is 85%. Being motivated by the results, we now onsider this as 4 ategory
lassiation problem. The dierent lasses dened are,
1. LSB plane of non-Stegoed image. 2. LSB plane of 25% stegoed image. 3. LSB plane
of 50% Stegoed image. 4. LSB plane of 75% stegoed image.
The onfusion matrix for this experiment is in Table 3,
Table 3. Confusion Matrix For 4 Category LSB Classiation
0.6 0.0 0.33 0.07
0.0 0.6 0.27 0.13
0.0 0.0 0.4 0.6
0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0
The overall eieny is 65%. Thus, this experiment alone is not suient for detetion of
levels of embedding. Hene we take another alternative approah.
3 Analysis Of Images Using Wavelet Transforms
Our feature vetor µ onsiders a linear sequene of bits as input. However, image properties
are in general aptured more aurately by two dimensional transforms. Our goal is to lassify
images aurately under dierent levels of embedding. The approahes in Setion 2.1 and 2.2
serve as good handles in this diretion.
To further enhane our understanding of the eets of embedding, we study the behavior
of wavelet oeients. Farid et al [5,8℄ have shown that wavelet domain an apture image
harateristis, suh as whether an image is a natural image or a omputer generated one
or is a sanned one. They have shown that the feature vetor given by them an be used
for universal steganalysis. Their aim was only to nd whether an image ontains any kind of
hidden information or not. We further explore the detetion of the level of embedding.
3.1 Hypothesis
Our motivation to study the wavelet domain, rather than pixels diretly, is that the averages
in wavelet oeients smoothen the pixel values and hene it is expeted that even minor
anomalies in neighboring pixels introdued by stego operation would lead to amplied hanges
in the wavelet domain. We intend to apture and attempt to alibrate these hanges w.r.t
graded embedding. We onsider seond level wavelet sub-bands of images. The Haar wavelet
is used as the mother wavelet.
3.2 Notations
For our experiments, we use 15 images that do not ontain any hidden information. These are
images taken with a Nikon Coolpix amera at full 8M resolution with most of images stored
in RAW format. These images are then ropped to get 800x600 images without doing any
image proessing operations. Let,
I = {Ij : j = 0, 1, 2, . . . , 14} be the set of natural unstegoed images.
k : The initial LSB embedding present in an given image. i.e. k% LSB's
of an image have been modied by steganographi operations.
Sk : The Start Image, that is an image ∈ I with k% embedding.
(k is the unknown to be deteted.)
i : The fored embedding level.
(will be dened in Setion 3.3)
Ski : An image ∈ I with k% original embedding and i% fored embedding.
3.3 Our Approah
Let Sk be the given image. We all this as the start image. We do additional embedding
on it to get Ski and refer this kind of embedding as `fored embedding '. Our approah is to
ompute some transforms on both Sk and Ski, and study a measure of the dierene between
the transform oeients for nding k. This proedure is explained with the help of Fig. 1.
In Fig. 1 the transform used is the wavelet transform.
3.4 Denitions
We onsider seond level wavelet sub-bands. So, eah 4 ∗ 4 blok in images will ontribute to
exatly one wavelet oeient in eah sub-band viz. LL, LH, HL, HH. Let, We onsider the
2nd level LL sub-band oeients, sine most of the energy gets onentrated in this sub-band.
Let a 4 ∗ 4 subblok of an image be denoted by :


a b c d
e f g h
i j k l
m n o p


The 2nd level LL wavelet oeient is given by
1
4 ∗ (a+ b+ c+ d+ e+ f + g + h
+i+ j + k + l +m+ n+ o+ p)
(Note : The 2nd Level LL sub-band size is 14
th
of the original image size in both diretions.)
Fig. 1. The proess to get η
The LH oeient is given by
1
4
∗ {(a+ b+ e+ f ++i+ j +m+ n)− (c+ d+ g + h+ k + l + o+ p)}
The HL oeient is given by
1
4 ∗ {(a+ b+ c+ d+ e+ f + g + h)
−(i+ j + k + l +m+ n+ o+ p)}
The HH oeient is given by
1
4 ∗ {(a+ b+ e+ f + k + l + o+ p)−
(c+ d+ g + h+ i+ j +m+ n)}
Let the image Sk be onsidered as made up of 4 ∗ 4 bloks.
Let P denote a 4 ∗ 4 blok in Sk. P = (uij)
and P ′ denote orrosponding 4 ∗ 4 blok in Ski. P
′ =
(
u′ij
)
We dene the following random variables,
X0 = #{|
∑(
uij − u
′
ij
)
| 6= 0 : for all non-overlapping bloks P in Sk}
X1 = |
∑(
uij − u
′
ij
)
| over non-overlapping bloks P in Sk
X2 =
∑(
uij − u
′
ij
)
over non-overlapping bloks P in Sk
η =
X0 ∗ 500
image size in pixels
Γ kiW = SNR between 2
nd
level LL sub-band of Ski and Sk
We have hosen the fator 500 to normalize the quantity η to be near 100 for the size of
images being onsidered (800 ∗ 600).
3.5 Analysis
Let,
p = probability of LSB of pixel in a 4 ∗ 4blok be even i.e. `0' in Cover S
p′ = probability of LSB of pixel in the 4 ∗ 4blok be even i.e. `0' in Sk
=
k
2
+ (1− k) ∗ p
p′′ = probability of LSB of pixel in the 4 ∗ 4blok be even i.e. `0' in Ski
=
i
2
+ (1− i) ∗ p′
Pr = probability of a partiular 2nd level LL wavelet oeient in Ski is dierent
from orresponding wavelet oeient in Sk (1)
X0 =
Image Size in Pixels
4 ∗ 4
∗ Pr
⇒
X0 ∝ Pr
Let,
ηki = η with k% initial embedding and i% fored embedding.
Theorem :
i. ηki inreases with i and dereases slightly with k.
ii. Γ kiW inrease with inrease in k.
Proof: Observe that,
ηki ∝ X0 ∝ Pr
Pr = 1− prob{|
∑(
uij − u
′
ij
)
| = 0}
= 1− prob{No pixel in the partiular 4 ∗ 4
blok has been replaed with data bits
OR
2 pixels have been replaed with data bits
in suh way that one pixel value
inreases by 1 and other dereases by 1
OR
4 pixels have been replaed with data bits
in suh way that two pixel value
inreases by 1 and other dereases by 1
.
.
.
OR
16 pixels have been replaed by data bits
in suh way that for 8 pixels the value
inreases by 1 and other dereases by 1}
= 1− {(1− i/2)16
+(1− i/2)14 ∗ (i/2)2 ∗ 16C2 ∗ p
′ ∗ (1− p′) ∗
2!
1! ∗ 1!
+(1− i/2)12 ∗ (i/2)4 ∗ 16C4 ∗ p
′2 ∗ (1− p′)2 ∗
4!
2!2!
+(1− i/2)10 ∗ (i/2)6 ∗ 16C6 ∗ p
′3 ∗ (1− p′)3 ∗
6!
3!3!
.
.
.
+(i/2)16 ∗ 16C16 ∗ p
′8 ∗ (1− p′)8 ∗
8!
4!4!
(2)
It is logially orret that ηki inreases with i. Also it an be seen from equation 2 for
Pr, that ηki inreases with i for 0 ≤ i ≤ 1. This an be proved by dierentiating equation 2
w.r.t. i or an be empirially veried with ease. A lose look at the equation reveals that Pr
depends upon (p′ ∗ (1 − p′))(Some positive integer power) . Given a Start image Sk, p
′
is xed. But
whih in turn depends upon p and k. (Refer to Eq. 1). As k inreases to values of 1, p′ goes
to
1
2 irrespetive of p. In general, adjaent pixels are very similar in natural images. So, p is
biased towards 0.35 or 0.65.
⇒ p′ ∗ (1− p′) inreases as k inreases,
⇒ Pr dereases as k inreases.
⇒ ηki dereases as k inreases.
Thus, as Pr dereases with inreasing k, the number of wavelet oeients of Sk and Ski that
are equal, inreases, i.e. noise in W (Ski) w.r.t W (Sk) dereases.
⇒ Γ kiW inreases as k inreases.
We have veried these experimentally as follows.
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Fig. 2. Graph of ηki vs `i' for various `k' Hide4PGP
3.6 Results
We use the stego algorithm Hide4PGP in our experiments. In our experiments, we use i =
10, . . . , 100. k = 0, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50. The plots of ηki vs. i for various k is as shown in Fig. 2.
For a partiular fored embedding say i, it an be observed that ηki dereases as k inreases.
Enouraged by this monotoni trend, we now look losely at the variations in measure η at
a xed fored embedding of i = 20%, with respet to k on dierent start images. The results
are shown in Fig. 3.
The ontinuous line shows the average value, ηk20 vs. k. The other urves show the η
values for the individual images. These also show the monotoni dereasing trend around the
average value. We note that suh trends are quite signiant espeially at low levels of 20%
embedding. Thus, this serves as a rst indiator for deteting approximately the amount of
embedding (even at low levels) in any given image.
It is quite diult to ondut a large number of data generation experiments under various
parameter hoies using a publi domain tool as we do not get appropriate handles into
the soure ode. Hene, in our lab we have built a tool alled CSA-Tool for simulating the
behavior of S-Tool. We have taken are to inorporate our own funtions for enryption,
randomized loation generation and embedding analogous to the steps performed by S-Tools.
The statistial harateristis of our tools would losely resemble those of S-Tools.
We performed similar experiments as detailed above using the CSA tool. Fig.4 and Fig.5 show
the results. We note that the results are along the same trends as for Hide4PGP. However,
the separations in Fig.4 are smaller than in Fig. 2 and utuations in Fig.5 are more than in
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Fig. 3. Graph of η vs `k' for various at xed fored embedding 20% for various images
Hide4PGP
Fig. 3. A reason is that the CSA Tool (and S-Tools) employs more strong random generators
for hoosing the LSB for embedding than the tool Hide4PGP.
The plot, Γ kiW vs. i for various k is as shown in Fig. 6. As per the theorem proved in
Setion 3.5, it an be observed that for a partiular fored embedding say i, Γ kiW inreases
as k inreases. The zoomed version of Fig. 6, for i = 70 is shown in Fig. 7. Enouraged by
this monotoni trend, we now look losely at the variations in measure Γ kiW at a xed fored
embedding of i = 70%, with respet to k on dierent start images. The results are shown in
Fig. 3.6. The ontinuous line shows the average value, Γ k70W vs. k. The other urves show the
Γ k70W vs. k values for the individual images. These also show the monotoni dereasing trend
around the average value.
4 Conlusion
We disussed two of our approahes towards analysis of stego images for detetion of levels of
embedding. Our approah of using wavelet oeient perturbations holds promise. We plan
to use this measure in addition to a statistial measures to arrive at ner detetion in future.
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